RECOMMENDED WINTER STORAGE FOR SOLAR CHARGING SYSTEM AND MOTOR

Remove solar panel & wiring for winter. Winter is harsh on the wires when left exposed. Replacement wiring is available when needed.

Remove batteries and store inside for longest service life. Charge battery before storing and charge battery before reinstalling back on lift.

For longest service life: Fully lower lift cradle, remove motor, then store indoors. If leaving motor on lift DO NOT cover the motor with a trash bag.

Below are recommendations for winter if you choose NOT to store them indoors:

**Solar Panel:** Recommend a solar charge regulator be added to prevent the panel from over charging the batteries.

**Battery:** Recommend a battery box to protect the battery from the elements. Batteries must be charging even when not in use.

**Motor:** Recommend a Lift Tech motor cover to protect it from the elements.

**DO NOT COVER MOTOR WITH A PLASTIC BAG OR SACK, AS THIS WILL LOCK IN MOISTURE AND DAMAGE THE MOTOR!**